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If a one-to-one point correspondence is established between two surfaces
(lYI), (Mr) in ordinary space, there exists a net of lines upon (’ch surface called
a d-net whose tangents intersect the corresponding tangents of corresponding
lines on the other surface. In the present paper we shall discuss the corre-
sponding d-nets which are asymptotic on (M) and conjugate on (Mr), in short
a-c d-nets.
Given an arbitrary surface (M), there is a family of surfaces (M) depending

on four arbitrary functions of a variable; each surface (M’) is in point corre-
spondence with (M) whose d-nets are asymptotic upon (M) and conjugate
upon (Mr). The dcvclopablcs of the congruence (MM’) correspond to the
asymptotics of (M).
To a given surface. (M) corresponds a family of congruences (MMr) de-

pending on two arbitrary functions of one variable; each congruence is con-
jugate to the asymptotics of (M) and sustains a family of (M) depending on
two arbitrary functions of a variable.
Given an arbitrary surface (M) there exists family of conjugate d-nts

depending on four arbitrary functions of one variable whose corresponding
d-nets are asymptotic.

If the points of intersection of the corresponding tangents of two d-nets
the correspondingare the foci M M of coniugate tangents M’M M M.,

rays MM’, MM are reciprocal polar lines with respect to the Darboux quadrics
at the point M of (M). The d-net of (Mr) is harmonic (see [2]). If the points

M*, M M’, M M*, describe the focal surfaces of the Luplace
sequence with respect to the harmonic d-net of (M’), the points M*, M are
situated on the asymptotic tangent MM. of (M); M, YI* on the asymptotic
tangent MM.
The above mentioned surfaces form family depending on six arbitrary

functions of one variable. To each surface (M) of this family there corre-
sponds one and only one surface (M’), but there exists a family of surfaces (M)
depending on four arbitrary functions of a variable such that to each surface
(M) there correspond two surfaces (M’),
The sequence of Laplace with respect to the d-nets of (M’), (M*) coincide,
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